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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of learning control
policies for mobile robots, modeled as unknown Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), that are tasked with temporal logic missions,
such as sequencing, coverage, or surveillance. The MDP captures
uncertainty in the workspace structure and the outcomes of
control decisions. The control objective is to synthesize a control
policy that maximizes the probability of accomplishing a highlevel task, specified as a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula.
To address this problem, we propose a novel accelerated modelbased reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm for LTL control
objectives that is capable of learning control policies significantly
faster than related approaches. Its sample-efficiency relies on biasing exploration towards directions that may contribute to task
satisfaction. This is accomplished by leveraging an automaton
representation of the LTL task as well as a continuously learned
MDP model. Finally, we provide comparative experiments that
demonstrate the sample efficiency of the proposed method against
recent RL methods for LTL objectives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) has recently emerged as a
prominent tool to synthesize optimal control policies for
stochastic systems, modeled as Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs), with complex control objectives captured by formal
languages, such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL); see e.g.,
[1]–[9] and the references therein. Common in the majority
of these works is that they explore randomly a product state
space that grows exponentially as the size of the MDP and/or
the complexity of the assigned temporal logic task increase.
This results in sample inefficiency and slow training/learning
process. This issue becomes more pronounced by the sparse
rewards that these methods rely on to synthesize control
policies with probabilistic satisfaction guarantees [5].
To accelerate the learning process, several reward engineering methods have been proposed that augment the reward
signal. For instance, hierarchical RL and reward machines have
been proposed recently that rely on introducing rewards for
intermediate goals [10]–[12]. Such methods often require a
user to manually decompose the global task into sub-tasks.
Then additional rewards are assigned to these intermediate
sub-tasks. Nevertheless, this may result in sub-optimal control
policies with respect to the original task [13] while their
efficiency highly depends on the task decomposition (i.e.,
the density of the rewards) [14]. We note that augmenting
the reward signal for temporal logic tasks may compromise
the probabilistic correctness of the synthesized controllers
[5]. Several methods that do not require modification of the
reward signal, such as Boltzmann/softmax [15]–[17] and upper
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confidence bound (UCB) [18], [19] have also been proposed
to enhance sample efficiency; however, to the best of our
knowledge, these techniques have not been extended and
applied to temporal logic learning tasks. A recent survey can
be found in [20].
In this paper, we propose an accelerated model-based and
value-based RL method that can quickly learn control policies
for stochastic systems, modeled as unknown MDPs, with LTL
control objectives. The unknown MDP has discrete state and
action space and it models uncertainty in the workspace and in
the outcome of control decisions. The sample-efficiency of the
proposed algorithm relies on a novel logic-based exploration
strategy. We note that the proposed exploration strategy does
not require knowledge or modification of the reward structure.
Additionally, sample-efficiency of the proposed algorithm can
be further improved by facilitating exploitation, as well, by
e.g., introducing intermediate rewards [12], [14]; nevertheless,
this is out of the scope of this paper. Finally, we provide comparative experiments demonstrating that the proposed learning
algorithm outperforms, in terms of sample-efficiency, RL
methods that employ random (e.g., [2], [4], [5]), Boltzmann,
and UCB exploration.
Contribution: First, we propose a model-based RL algorithm that can quickly learn control policies for unknown
MDPs and LTL control objectives. Second, we demonstrate
how the automaton representation of any LTL task can be
leveraged to enhance sample-efficiency. Third, we provide
comparative experiments demonstrating the sample efficiency
of the proposed method against related RL methods for LTL
objectives.
II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
Consider a robot that resides in a partitioned environment
with a finite number of states. To capture uncertainty in the
robot motion and the workspace, we model the interaction of
the robot with the environment as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) of unknown structure, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (MDP): A Markov Decision Process (MDP)
is a tuple M = (X , x0 , A, P, AP), where X is a finite
set of states; x0 ∈ X is the initial state; A is a finite set
of actions. With slight abuse of notation A(x) denotes the
available actions at state x ∈ X ; P : X × A × X → [0, 1]
is the transition probability function so that P (x, a, x0 ) is the
transition probability from state
x0 ∈ X via
P x ∈ X to state
0
control action a ∈ A and
P
(x,
a,
x
)
=
1, for all
x0 ∈X
a ∈ A(x); AP is a set of atomic propositions; L : X → 2AP
is the labeling function that returns the atomic propositions
that are satisfied at a state x ∈ X .

Hereafter, we make the following two assumptions about
the MDP M:
Assumption 2.2 (Fully Observable MDP): We assume that
the MDP M is fully observable, i.e., at any time/stage t the
current state, denoted by xt , and the observations in state xt ,
denoted by `t = L(xt ) ∈ 2AP , are known.
Assumption 2.3 (Labeling Function): We assume that the
labeling function L : X → 2AP is known, i.e., the robot
knows which atomic propositions are satisfied at each MDP
state.
At any stage T ≥ 0 we define: (i) the robot’s past path as
XT = x0 x1 . . . xT ; (ii) the past sequence of observed labels as
LT = `0 `1 . . . `T , where `t ∈ 2AP ; (iii) and the past sequence
of control actions AT = a0 a1 . . . aT −1 , where at ∈ A(xt ).
These three sequences can be composed into a complete past
run, defined as RT = x0 `0 a0 x1 `1 a1 . . . xT `T . We denote by
XT , LT , and RT the set of all possible sequences XT , LT
and RT , respectively, starting from the initial MDP state x0 .
The robot is responsible for accomplishing a task expressed
as an LTL formula, such as sequencing, coverage, surveillance,
data gathering or connectivity tasks [21]–[24]. LTL is a formal
language that comprises a set of atomic propositions AP, the
Boolean operators, i.e., conjunction ∧ and negation ¬, and two
temporal operators, next
and until ∪. LTL formulas over a
set AP can be constructed based on the following grammar:
φ ::= true | π | φ1 ∧ φ2 | ¬φ |
φ | φ1 ∪ φ2 , where π ∈
AP. The other Boolean and temporal operators, e.g., always
, have their standard syntax and meaning. An infinite word
σ over the alphabet 2AP is defined as an infinite sequence
σ = π0 π1 π2 · · · ∈ (2AP )ω , where ω denotes
infinite repetition

and πk ∈ 2AP , ∀k ∈ N. The language σ ∈ (2AP )ω |σ |= φ
is defined as the set of words that satisfy the LTL formula
φ, where |=⊆ (2AP )ω × φ is the satisfaction relation [25]. In
what follows, we consider atomic propositions of the form π xi
that are true if the robot is at state xi ∈ X and false otherwise.
Our goal is to compute a finite-memory policy ξ for M
defined as ξ = ξ0 ξ1 . . . , where ξt : Rt × A → [0, 1], and
Rt is the past run for all t ≥ 0. Let Ξ be the set of all such
policies. Given a control policy ξ ∈ Ξ, the probability measure
PξM , defined on the smallest σ-algebra over R∞ , is the unique
QT
measure defined as PξM =
t=0 P (xt , at , xt+1 )ξt (xt , at ),
where ξt (xt , at ) denotes the probability of selecting the action
at at state xt . We then define the probability of M satisfying
φ under policy ξ as PξM (φ) = PξM (R∞ : L∞ |= φ) [25]. The
problem we address in this paper is summarized as follows.
Problem 1: Given an MDP M with unknown transition
probabilities, unknown underlying graph structure, and a task
specification captured by an LTL formula φ, synthesize a finite
memory control policy ξ ∗ that maximizes the probability of
satisfying φ, i.e., ξ ∗ = argmaxξ PξM (φ).
III. ACCELERATED R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING FOR
T EMPORAL L OGIC C ONTROL
To solve Problem 1, we propose a new reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm that can quickly synthesize control policies
that maximize the probability of satisfying LTL specifications.

The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 and it
is described in detail in the following subsections.
A. From LTL formulas to DRA
Any LTL formula φ, capturing a robot task, can be translated
into a Deterministic Rabin Automaton (DRA) defined as
follows [line 2, Alg. 1].
Definition 3.1 (DRA [25]): A DRA over 2AP is a tuple
0
D = (QD , qD
, Σ, δD , F), where QD is a finite set of states;
0
qD ⊆ QD is the initial state; Σ = 2AP is the input alphabet;
δD : QD × ΣD → QD is the transition function; and
F = {(G1 , B1 ), . . . , (Gf , Bf )} is a set of accepting pairs where
Gi , Bi ⊆ QD , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , f }.
0 1
k
An infinite run ρD = qD
qD . . . qD
. . . of D over an infinite
word σ = π0 π1 π2 . . . , where πk ∈ Σ = 2AP , ∀k ∈ N, is
k
an infinite sequence of DRA states qD
, ∀k ∈ N, such that
k+1
k
δD (qD , πk ) = qD . An infinite run ρD is called accepting if
there exists at least one pair (Gi , Bi ) such that Inf(ρD )∩Gi 6=
∅ and Inf(ρD ) ∩ Bi = ∅, where Inf(ρB ) represents the set
of states that appear in ρD infinitely often.
B. Distance Function over the DRA State Space
In what follows, building upon [26], [27], we present a
distance-like function over the DRA state-space that measures
how ‘far’ the robot is from accomplishing an assigned LTL
task [line 3, Alg. 1]. In other words, this function returns how
far any given DRA state is from the sets of accepting states
Gi . To define this function, first, we prune the DRA D by
removing all infeasible transitions, i.e., transitions that cannot
be enabled. To define infeasible transitions, we first define
feasible symbols as follows.
Definition 3.2 (Feasible symbols σ ∈ Σ): A symbol σ ∈ Σ
is feasible if and only if σ 6|= binf , where binf is a Boolean
formula defined as binf = ∨∀xi ∈X (∨∀xe ∈X \{xi } (π xi ∧ π xe ))
where binf requires the robot to be present in more than
one MDP state simultaneously. All feasible symbols σ are
collected in a set denoted by Σfeas ⊆ Σ.
Then, we prune the DRA by removing infeasible DRA
transitions defined as follows:
Definition 3.3 (Feasible & Infeasible DRA transitions):
0
Assume that there exist qD , qD
∈ QD and σ ∈ Σ such that
0
0
δD (qD , σ) = qD . The DRA transition from qD to qD
is
feasible if there exists at least one feasible symbol σ ∈ Σfeas
0
such that δD (qD , σ) = qD
; otherwise, it is infeasible.
Next, we define a function d : QD × QD → N that returns
the minimum number of feasible DRA transitions that are
0
required to reach a state qD
∈ QD starting from a state qD ∈
QD . Particularly, we define the function d : QD × QD → N
as follows

0 |, if SPq ,q 0
|SPqD ,qD
exists,
0
D D
d(qD , qD ) =
(1)
∞,
otherwise,
0
where SPqD ,qD
denotes the shortest path (in terms of hops)
0
0 | stands for
in the pruned DRA from qD to qD
and |SPqD ,qD
0
its cost (number of hops). Note that if d(qD
, qD ) = ∞, for all
qD ∈ Gi and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then the LTL formula can
not be satisfied. The reason is that in the pruning process, only

the DRA transitions that are impossible to enable are removed
(i.e., the ones that require the robot to be physically present
at more than one MDP state, simultaneously). Next, using (1),
we define the following distance function:
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2

dF (qD , F) =

min

G ∈∪
qD
i∈{1,...,F } Gi

G
d(qD , qD
)

(2)

In words, (2) measures the distance of any DRA state qD
to the set of accepting pairs. This distance is equal to the
G
distance (as per (1)) to closest DRA state qD
that belongs to
∪i∈{1,...,F } Gi , i.e., to the union of accepting DRA states.
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C. Product MDP
Given the MDP M and the (non-pruned) DRA D, we define
the product MDP (PMDP) P = M × D as follows.
Definition 3.4 (PMDP): Given an MDP M = (X , x0 , A, P
0
, AP) and a DRA D = (QD , qD
, Σ, F, δD ), we define the
product MDP (PMDP) P = M × D as P = (S, s0 , AP , PP
, FP ), where (i) S = X × QD is the set of states, so that
0
)
s = (x, qD ) ∈ S, x ∈ X , and qD ∈ QD ; (ii) s0 = (x0 , qD
is the initial state; (iii) AP is the set of actions inherited from
the MDP, so that AP (s) = A(x), where s = (x, qD ); (iv)
PP : S × AP × S : [0, 1] is the transition probability function,
so that PP (s, aP , s0 ) = P (x, a, x0 ), where s = (x, qD ) ∈ S,
0
0
= δD (q, L(x)); (v)
) ∈ S, aP ∈ A(s) and qD
s0 = (x0 , qD
P f
FP = {Fi }i=1 is the set of accepting states, where FiP is a
set defined as FiP = X × Fi and Fi = (Gi , Bi ).

Given any stationary and deterministic policy µ : S →
AP for P, we define an infinite run ρµ
P of P to be an
infinite sequence of states of P, i.e., ρµ
P = s0 s1 s2 . . . ,
where PP (st , µ(st ), st+1 ) > 0. By definition of the accepting
condition of the DRA D, an infinite run ρµ
P is accepting, i.e., µ
satisfies φ with a non-zero probability (denoted by µ |= φ), if
µ
P
P
Inf(ρµ
P ) ∩ Gi 6= ∅, and Inf(ρP ) ∩ Bi = ∅ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , f }.
D. Construction of the Reward Function
In what follows, we design a synchronous reward function based on the accepting condition of the PMDP so that
maximization of the expected accumulated reward implies
maximization of the satisfaction probability. Specifically, we
adopt the reward function R : S × AP × S defined in [28]
constructed as follows:

P
 rG , if s0 ∈ Gi ,
0
0
R(s, aP , s ) =
(3)
r , if s ∈ BiP ,
 B
r0 , otherwise
where rG > 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , f }, rB < r0 ≤ 0. Using
this reward function, the robot is motivated to satisfy the
PMDP accepting condition, i.e., visit the states GjP as often as
possible and minimize the number of times it visits BiP while
following the shortest possible path. We note that any other
reward function for LTL tasks can be employed (see e.g., [2])
in the sense that the sample-efficiency of the proposed method
does not rely on the reward structure; nevertheless, clearly, the
designed rewards may affect the learned policy.
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Input: (i) initial MDP state x0 , (ii) LTL formula φ
Initialize: (i) Qµ (s, a) arbitrarily, (ii) P (x, a, x0 ) = 0, (iii)
c(x, a, x0 ) = 0, (iv) n(x, a) = 0, for all x, x0 ∈ X and
a ∈ A(x), and (v) nP (s, a) = 0 for all s0 ∈ S and a ∈ AP (s);
Convert φ to a DRA D;
Construct distance function dF over the DRA as per (2);
µ = (, δ) − greedy(Q);
episode-number = 1;
while Q has not converged do
episode-number = episode-number + 1;
scur = s0 ;
iteration = 1;
while iteration < τ do
Pick action acur as per (5);
Execute acur and observe safter = (xafter , qafter ), and
R(scur , acur , safter );
n(xcur , acur ) = n(xcur , acur ) + 1;
c(xcur , acur , xafter ) = c(xcur , acur , xafter ) + 1;
c(xcur ,acur ,xafter )
P̂ (xcur , acur , xafter ) = n(x
;
cur ,acur )
nP (scur , acur , safter ) = nP (scur , acur , safter ) + 1;
Qµ (scur , acur ) =
Qµ (scur , acur ) + (1/nP (scur , acur ))[R(scur , acur ) −
Qµ (scur , acur ) + γ maxa0 Qµ (snext , a0 ))];
scur = snext ;
iteration = iteration + 1;
Update , δb , δe ;

E. Accelerated Learning of Control Policies for LTL Tasks
In this section, we present the proposed accelerated modelbased RL algorithm for LTL control synthesis [lines 4-20,
Alg. 1]. The output of the proposed algorithm is a stationary
and deterministic policy µ∗ for P. Projection of µ∗ onto the
MDP M yields the finite memory policy ξ ∗ (see Problem (1)).
The policy µ∗ is designed so that it maximizes the expected
accumulated return, i.e., µ∗ (s) = arg max U µ (s), where D
µ∈D

is the set of all stationary deterministic policies over S, and
U µ (s) = Eµ [

∞
X

γ n R(sn , µ(sn ), sn+1 )|s = s0 ].

(4)

n=0

In (4), Eµ [·] denotes the expected value given that the product
MDP follows the policy µ [29], 0 ≤ γ < 1 is the discount
factor, and s0 , ..., sn is the sequence of states generated by
policy µ up to time step n, initialized at s0 . Note that for finite
state MDPs, the optimal policy µ∗ , if it exists, is stationary
and deterministic [29].
To construct µ∗ , we employ episodic Q-learning, a modelbased RL algorithm [lines 4-20, Alg. 1] [30]. Similar to standard Q-learning, starting from an initial PMDP state, we define
learning episodes over which the robot picks actions as per a
stationary and stochastic control policy µ : S × AP → [0, 1]
that eventually converges to µ∗ [lines 4-5, Alg. 1]. During each
episode the robot estimates the MDP transition probabilities
as well; the estimated transition probabilities are denoted by
P̂ (xcur , acur , xafter ) [line 15, Alg. 1]. Each episode terminates
after a user-specified number of iterations τ or if the robot
reaches a deadlock PMDP state, i.e., a state with no outgoing
transitions [lines 7-20, Alg. 1]. The RL algorithm terminates
once an action value function Qµ (s, a) has converged. This

action value function is defined as the expected return for
taking action a when at state s and then following policy µ
∞
P
[30], i.e., Qµ (s, a) = Eµ [
γ n R(sn , µ(sn ), sn+1 )|s0 =
n=0

s, a0 = a]. We have that U µ (s) = maxa∈AP (s) Qµ (s, a)
[30]. The action-value function Qµ (s, a) can be initialized
arbitrarily.
As a policy µ, we propose an extension of the -greedy
policy, called (, δ)-greedy policy, that selects an action a
at an PMDP state s by using the learned action-value function Qµ (s, a) and the continuously learned robot dynamics
captured by the estimated transition probabilities P̂ (x, a, x0 ).
Formally, the (, δ)-greedy policy µ is defined as

δe

if a = a∗ and a 6= ab ,
1 −  + |AP

(s) |


1 −  + δe | + δ if a = a∗ and a = a ,
b
b
|AP (s)
(5)
µ(s) =

if a ∈ AP (s),

δe /|AP (s)|

δ
if a = ab
b
where , δb , δm ∈ [0, 1] and  = δb + δm . In words, according
to this policy, (i) with probability 1 − , the greedy action
a∗ = argmaxa∈AP Qµ (s, a) is taken (as in the standard greedy policy); and (ii) an exploratory action is selected with
probability  = δb + δe . The exploration strategy is defined as
follows: (ii.1) with probability δe a random action a is selected
(random exploration); and (ii.2) with probability δb the action,
denoted by ab , that is most likely to drive the robot towards
an accepting product state in GiP is taken (biased exploration).
The action ab will be defined formally in Section III-F. The
parameter  is selected so that eventually all actions have been
applied infinitely often at all states while  converges to 0
[30]. This way, we have that µ asymptotically converges to
the optimal greedy policy µ∗ = argmaxa∈AP Q∗ (s, a), where
Q∗ is the optimal action value function.
F. Biased Exploration for Accelerated Learning
In what follows, we describe in detail the biased exploration component of the control policy (5). Particularly, let
scur = (xcur , qcur ) denote the current PMDP state at the current
learning episode and iteration of Algorithm 1. To design
the action ab , for biased exploration, we first introduce the
following definitions.
Let Qgoal (qcur ) ⊂ Q be a set that collects all DRA states that
are one-hop reachable from qcur in the pruned DRA and they
are closer to the accepting DRA states than qcur is, as per (2).
In math, Qgoal (qcur ) is defined as follows: Qgoal (qcur ) = {q 0 ∈
Q | (∃σ ∈ Σfeas such that δD (qcur , σ) = q 0 ) ∧ (dF (q 0 , F) =
dF (qcur , F) − 1)}. Also, let Xgoal (qcur ) ⊆ X be a set of MDP
states, denoted by xgoal , that if the robot eventually reaches,
then transition from scur to a product state sgoal = [xgoal , qgoal ]
will occur, where qgoal ∈ Qgoal (qcur ). Formally, Xgoal (scur ) is
defined as follows:
Xgoal (qcur ) = {x ∈ X | δD (qcur , L(x)) = qgoal ∈ Qgoal (qcur )}
(6)
Next, for each xgoal ∈ Xgoal (qcur ), we compute all MDP
states, collected in a set denoted Xcloser (xcur ) ⊆ Xgoal (qcur ),

that are one hop reachable from xcur and they are closer to
Xgoal (xcur ) than xcur is. Specifically, we construct Xcloser (xcur )
as follows. First, we compute the reachable set R(xcur ) ⊆ X
that collects all MDP states that can be reached within
one hop from xcur , i.e., R(xcur ) = {x ∈ X | ∃a ∈
A(x) such that P̂ (xcur , a, x) > 0}. Note that this reachable set
is a subset of the actual reachable set since the former uses
the estimated, and not the actual, transition probabilities. Next,
we view the continuously learned MDP as a weighted directed
graph G = (V, E, w) where the set V is the set of MDP states,
E is the set of edges, and w : E → R+ is function assigning
weights to each edge. Specifically, an edge from the node
(MDP state) x to x0 exists if there exists at least one action
a ∈ A(x) such that P̂ (x, a, x0 ) > 0. Hereafter, we assigned
a weight equal to 1 to each edge; see also Remark 3.7. Also,
we denote the cost of the shortest path from x to x0 by Jx,x0 .
Next, we define the cost of the shortest path connecting state
x to the set Xgoal as follows: Jx,Xgoal = minx0 ∈Xgoal Jx,x0 . Then,
we define the set Xcloser as follows:
Xcloser (xcur ) = {x ∈ R(xcur ) | Jx,Xgoal = Jxcur ,Xgoal − 1)}. (7)
Once Xcloser is constructed, the biased action ab is defined
as follows:
[ab , xb ] =

argmax

P̂ (xcur , a, x).

(8)

a∈A(xcur ),x∈Xcloser (xcur )

In words, as per (8), among all transition probabilities
P̂ (xcur , a, x) associated with actions a ∈ A(xcur ) and states
x ∈ Xcloser (xcur ), the largest one is P̂ (xcur , ab , xb ). The MDP
state xb is the state towards which ab is biased to.
Remark 3.5 (Selecting exploration parameters δb and δe ):
The biased action ab is selected so that it drives the robots
closer to Xgoal which requires the MDP model. Since the
latter is unknown, the actual estimated transition probabilities
are used in (8) instead. As a result, the selected biased action
ab may not be the one that would have been computed in (8)
if the transition probabilities were known. Thus, we select
initially δe > δb while δe converges to 0 faster than δb .
Intuitively, this allows to initially perform random exploration
to learn an accurate enough MDP model which is then
exploited to bias exploration towards directions that will drive
the system closer to the DRA accepting states.
Remark 3.6 (Computing Shortest Path): It is possible that
the shortest path from xcur to xgoal ∈ Xgoal (qcur ) goes through
states/nodes x that if visited, a transition to a new state
q 6= qcur that does not belong to Qgoal (qcur ) may be enabled.
Therefore, to compute the shortest paths for the construction
of Xcloser (xcur ), we treat all such nodes x as ‘obstacles’ that
should not be crossed. These states are collected in the set
Xavoid defined as Xavoid = {x ∈ X | δ(qcur , L(x)) = qD ∈
/
Qgoal }.
Remark 3.7 (Weights): To design the biased action ab , the
MDP is viewed as weighted graph where a weight w = 1 is
assigned to all edges. Alternative weight assignments can be
used as well. For instance, the assigned weights can be equal
to the reciprocal of the estimated transition probabilities. In

this case, the shortest path between two MDP states models
the path with least uncertainty that connects these two states.
We emphasize that the weight definition affects which states
are included in Xcloser .
IV. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS
In this section we present three case studies, implemented
on MATLAB R2016a on a computer with an Intel Xeon
CPU at 2.93 GHz and 4 GB RAM. In all experiments, the
environment is represented as a 10 × 10 discrete grid world,
i.e., the interaction between the robot and the environment
is modeled as an MDP M with |X | = 100 states. At
each MDP state the robot can apply five actions: A =
{left, right, up, down, idle}. The transition probabilities are designed so that the probability of reaching the
intended state is 0.7 while the probability of reaching the
remaining neighboring MDP states (including the current one)
is 0.3/4 = 0.0750.
In the following case studies we demonstrate the performance of Algorithm 1 when it is equipped with the
proposed (, δ)-greedy policy (5), the -greedy policy, the
Boltzman policy, and the UCB1 policy. To make the comparison between the (, δ)- and the -greedy policy fair, we
select the same  for both. The Boltzmann
control policy
QµB (s,a)/T
is defined as follows: µB (s) = P e eQµB (s,a0 )/T , where
a0 ∈AP

T ≥ 0 is the temperature parameter used in the Boltzmann
distribution [16], [17]. The hUCB1 control policy
q is defined
i
(s))
µU
as: µU (s) = argmaxa∈AP Q (s, a) + C × 2 log(N
,
n(s,a)
where (i) N (s) and n(s, a) denote the number of times state
s has been visited and the number of times action a has been
selected at state s and (ii) C is an exploration parameter, i.e.,
the higher C is, the more often exploration is applied [18],
[31]. Given any of these four policies µ, we run Algorithm
1 for 1000 episodes and we compute (4). Each episode runs
for at most τ = 500 iterations. This process is repeated five
times. Then, we report the average accumulated reward and its
variance. In all case studies, we select γ = 0.99 and rG = 1,
rB = −10−4 , and ro = 0 (see (3)).
Reach-Avoid Task I: First, we consider a simple reachavoid task, where the robot has to reach the MDP state/region
x = 100 and stay there forever while always avoiding x = 46
modeling an obstacle in the environment. This task can be
captured by the following LTL formula: φ = ♦π 100 ∧¬π 46 .
This LTL formula corresponds to a DRA with 4 states and 1
accepting pair. Thus, the product MDP consists of 100 × 4 =
400 states. To compare the performance of all four control
policies, we compute the average discounted accumulated
rewards, as discussed before, which is illustrated in Figure 1.
Observe in this figure that the (, δ)-greedy policy outperforms
all other policies. Also, notice that the UCB1 and the -greedy
policy attain similar performance while the Boltzman policy
performs better than both.
Reach-Avoid Task II: Second, we consider a more complex reach-avoid task with a larger number of obstacles.
Specifically, the robot has to reach the MDP state/region

x = 100 and stay there forever while always avoiding 17
obstacle cells. This task can be captured by a similar LTL
formula as the one considered in the previous case study
corresponding to a DRA with 4 states and 1 accepting pair.
Thus, the product MDP consists of 100 × 4 = 400 states.
The average discounted accumulated rewards over five runs
of each RL algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2(a). Observe in
this figure that the (, δ)-greedy policy outperforms all other
policies. In fact, notice that the UCB1, Boltzmann, and the
-greedy policy collect zero rewards within the first 1, 000
episodes. Compared to the previous case study, observe that
the robot needs approximately 200 more learning episodes to
start collecting non-zero rewards. This is due to the higher
number of obstacles in the environment.
Surveillance Task: Third, we consider a surveillance/recurrence mission captured by the following LTL formula: φ = ♦π 36 ∧ ♦π 26 ∧ ♦π 76 ∧ ♦π 64 ∧ ♦π 89 ∧
♦π 10 ∧ ¬π 33 . In words, this task requires the robot to (i)
patrol, i.e., to visit infinitely often and in any order the MDP
states 36, 26, 76, 64, 89, and 10; (ii) and always avoid the
state 33 modeling an obstacle in the environment. The corresponding DRA has 14 states and 1 accepting pair resulting in a
PMDP with 100 × 14 = 1, 400 states. The comparative results
are shown in Figure 2(b). Observe that the (, δ)-greedy policy
performs significantly better than other approaches. In fact,
after 1, 000 episodes the competitive approaches have collected
zero rewards as opposed to the (, δ)-greedy policy that has
started learning how to accumulate such sparse rewards very
fast, i.e., only after few tens of episodes. We note that the
considered task is more challenging than the previous ones as
it requires the robot to visit a larger number of states; this
increased complexity is also reflected in the size of the DRA
state-space.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new accelerated RL algorithm
for LTL control objectives. Its sample efficiency relies on
biasing exploration in the vicinity of task-related regions as
supported by our comparative experiments. Our future work
will focus on demonstrating sample-efficiency theoretically
and enhancing scalability by using function approximations
(e.g., neural networks).
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